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Introduction 
Adult patients presenting to emergency 
departements(EDs) with sepsis or septic shock each year 
represent nearly 1% of all ED visits. 

Sepsis is fatal for 15% to 20% of these patients. 

Door to antibiotic time is a key determinant of sepsis 
mortality and morbidity. 

Antibiotics initiation for sepsis within 3 hours is 
important. 

International guidelines now recommend antibiotics 
intiation within 1 hour. 

 

 



GOALS 

In this multicenter cohort, we sought to 
determine the association of ED crowding with 
antibiotic delay among patients presenting to 
the ED with sepsis. We also sought to identify 
potential mechanisms linking ED crowding to 
antibiotic delays.  



Materials And Methods 
We performed a retrospective cohort study of ED 
sepsis patients presenting to 4 hospitals : 

*2community hospitals 

        * a regional referral hospital 

                *and a tertiary teaching hospital 

between July 2013 and September 2015. 

These patients were eligible for inclusion if they 
were age 18 years or older, exhibited clinical sepsis 
while in the ED, and had a hospital discharge 
diagnosis confirming sepsis. 

Number of patients:3572 

 

 

 







RESULTS 
    * Among 3,572 eligible sepsis patients, 70% arrived 
when the ED occupancy rate was greater than or equal 
to 0.5 and 14% arrived to an overcrowded ED.  
    *Median door-to-antibiotic time was 158 minutes.  
    *When the ED was overcrowded, 46% of patients 
received antibiotics within 3 hours of ED arrival 
compared with 63% when it was not . 
    *After adjustment, each 10% increase in ED 
occupancy rate was associated with a 4.0-minute 
increase in door-to-antibiotic time and a decrease in 
the odds of antibiotic initiation within 3 hours 





Conclusion 

ED crowding was associated with 
increased sepsis antibiotic delay. Hospitals 
must devise strategies to optimize sepsis 
antibiotic administration during periods of 
ED crowding 


